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Many models of chemical reactions yield only v~%tra&ational distriiutions A method by which such distributions are 
modified to account for a fii assumed or calculated rotational distribution is presented. Two examples demonstrate the 
reliability of the method. 

1. ltltroduction 

When two products of a chemical reaction leave 
the intimate interaction region part of their total I& 
netic energy is stored as internal energy El and the 
rest appears as t_Iatior& energy ET, the kinetic en- 
ergy at which the two moIa.xkr species recede from 
each other. The internaI energy is ii&her divided into 
vibrational energy &-, which is associated with the 
vibrational modes of motion and rotationaI energy 
ER, which is related to rotational motion (in this dis- 
cussion we assnme the reaction to be electronically 
adiabatic). The distribution of energy among the & 
ferent modes depends In general on the potential that 
governs the interaction of the reagents and the prod- 
ucts, the masses znd the initial conditions. 

Two types of reactions can be distiaguiahed. In the 
first type collision complexes are formed and the in- 
timaie interaction time is long. Conzquently all 
modes of motion are strongly coupled, so that all open 
states are populated to a certain degree regardless of 
the initial state of the reagents. In the second type the 
interaction time is short. Therefore, one would expect 
that only a limited number of open states which are 
directly associated with the initiaI state wilI be popu- 
lated The first type ofreaction is best represented 
within the framework of statistical theories [I ,2] 
whereas the second is best described by Franck- 
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Condon type models [3-6] which directly relate the 
initial and final states. The discussion which follows 
is concerned with the second type of reaction. 

The validity of FranckLCondon type models is 
closely related to the assumption concerning the de- 
coupling of the rotational from the vib-translational 
motion [7-l 11. From the early days of molecular 
beam experiments 17-91 it was recognized that cer- 
tain potential-independent selection rules govern the 
final rotational distributions of products. Moreover, 
it was found that certain reactions wotdd not proceed 
at all unless these selection rules were satisiied [7]. 
Thtis, in principb, the rotational and vib-trauslational 
modes could be treated independently and the results 
of the two treatments combined_ However, a difficul- 
ty involving the conservation of total energy is en- 
countered. For instance, it is impossible to obtain 
products which are excited to both their highest vi- 
brational and highest rotaticnal states although, the 
two independent treatments could, theoretkahy yield 
such a result. Therefore, the question arises which of 
the two processes is dominant, or in other words, 
which distribution is determined first, the rotational 
or the vibrational. Much of the evidence, whether it 
is experimental or theoretical (from classical trajecto- 
ry calculations), indicates that the rotational selection 
ruIes are dominant and rotational distributions are de- 
termined accordingly. Thus, any model which yields 
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the vib-translational distribution while ignoring rota- 
tion must be modified to account for the fact that the 

E-Ex’ 

final rotational distribution is already determined_ J’x(ExIE) = s ‘=&?%x~-~R)PII~R~~ 

In a previous publication [ 121 we showed how col- 
0 

(4) 
linez quantum mechanical vibrational distributions 
could be modified and shifted so that a comprehen- 
sive quanritative comparison between theory and ex- 
periment could be made. However, experimental rota- 
tional distributions were employed in the treatment 
and consequently the final results could not be con- 
sidered purely theoretical. In this work we use theo- 
retical rotational distributions in calculations which 
show the relevance and applicability of this method_ 

2. Theory 

It is important to emphasize that since l$T)(EXIG) is 
a normalized function of EX for any G, the function 
pfLm)(EXl.E- ER) has to be normalized for any given 

ER- 
As was mentioned before EX can be either Ev or 

ET_ Therefore, Px(ExiE) can be either Pv(EvIE) or 
PT(E+?Q. Whereas, Pv(EvIE) can be obtained only 
by eq. (4), the function PT(E-#Z) can be obtained in 
two ways, one by a direct application of eq. (4) and 
the other through the definition of a tbird function, 
PI(EIIE), which is the firul intend distribution. In 
what follows we shall see that the two approaches 
lead to the same result. 

In the following discussion we consider three ener- First we introduce the internal energy distribution 
gy variables, ET, Ev and ER. all related to the final functions Pfm)(EIiG) and PI(EIIE). For the model 
reactive channel. It will be assumed that the rotation- case, the internal energy El is identical to the vibra- 
al probability function p(Eg@‘_) for total energy E is tionaI energy Ev, and consequently also the two dis- 
given. Let us assume that for some model “‘m” the tribution functions are identical: 
available energy is G where G is a function of E and 
ER. Next, let us assume that for a given energy G and @)(EIItiG) = P(vm)(EvlG) _ (5) 

model “m” the normalized distribution function 
@)(EXIG)dEX 

The infernal energy distribution PI(EIIE) is obtained 
where EX is either E, or ET (G > 

EX), is given. If @)(Q, ERIE) is the probability 
from the expression 

function for obtaining a product molecule having ro- 
tational energy ER and X-ational energy EX (either J’I(EEIE) = ff d+=-vfi&(E) 

vibrational or translational), then: 
00 

&?‘(-%&JOEx dER=pjLm’(ExIG)dEvp(EplE)dER x p’vm’(EvIE - Ek)G(Ev -+ Ep, - EI> , (6) 

(1) where the 6 function is introduced to ensure the fact 
and the final X-ational distribution function will be: that the equality relation El = EV f ER holds. 

Integration over Ev yields: 

Since part of a given energy E is assigned to the rota- 
tional mode, the remaining energy, which is shared by 
the vibrational and translational modes, is E - ER_ 
Thus the simplest way to relate G to ER is to assume 
that: 

G=E-ER, E-ER>_& 

and consequently 

(3) 

P,(E,LQ =s”’ ~&&$IE)@%E++R~--R). 
0 

(7) 
Since pfm)(E$) and P&j.E) are the complemen- 

tary functions of P!$?‘)(E+) and PT(ETIE) respec- 
tively, it can be shown that: 

P$$)(E~IG) =pfm)(~I = G - E+) 

= Pp’(Ev =G-ETIG) (S) 
and 
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PT(EyE)=q(E~=E--E+E_b. (9) 
Having obtained these reMions [eqs_ (g) and (91f 

we can proye our statement. First by repiacing the in- 
dex X in eq. (4) with T we obtain: 

E-ET 

pT@@) = j= ~~~~~~~=~‘~E=~-E~) - 
0 

(4P 
On the other hand, assuming that pi”)(& IG) is given, 
it can be seen fkom eqs_ (7) and (9) that: 

x pfrm’@-- ET - &.‘Rw - s!$). (W 

RepIacingJ$n)(G - j?#) in the integrand by 
#r)(+fG) [eq. (813 leads then to eq. (43. 

We will now conkier one particuiar case. Given an 
energy value Q, let us consider the distriiution func- 
tion f’@)(Ev - QfE - Q] where Q < EV. If Q is 
smalI enough, such that Q -&Ev for most EV vahres 
iu the range 0 & EV GE, then one may assume that 
pL”)(Ev - TIE - Q) has approximately the same 
shape as&.? (E+?Z), except for a normabzation fac- 
tor, and that ir is shifted to the Ieft with respect to 
P@‘+&IE) by an amount Q. Thus: 

_P$@(Ev - QW- Q>= fKQ@~‘CEvrn 9 01) 

where 

II(Q)=,” p'='(EV-QQEE-Q)dEv. 
0 

Substituting eq. (I I) in eq. (7) &ads to: 

%Z’#Z) = w2(EIP$m”(J.#) z (12) 

where 
EI 

WI&) = s d& ~~ER~II(&) . (13) 
0 

A similar relation is obzained for the translational dis- 
triiution: 

PT(ETIE) = &(&)firn’(,-,cE) 9 (14) 

where 

w,(E,) = WI(E - ET) . (1% 
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It is interesting to mention that identical reiation- 
ships between collinear and tbreedimensional distribu- 
tions were obtained by Bernstein and Levine El31 as- 
suming that the 1-D and 3-D surprIsals are identical. 
However the analytic form of u’&!Zz) is entirely differ- 
ent. The essential difference between the outcome of 
their theory and ours is &at according to‘ them the in- 
renuxf 3-D distribution is always closer to the center 
of the energy interval than the I-D distribution, 
whereas here the 3-D distribution will always peak at 
higher energies. Thus, only for I-D distributions 
which peak at energies below E/2 will the 3-D d&i- 
bution be closer to the center. 

3.specMcases 

3.1. Tlte statistical coflineur case 

In the statistical collinear case the vibrational and 
translational distributions are [223 : 

ptc)@+ifQ = f [E(. - l+)J-If2 t (36) 

#.$$!.+IE) = $(Ei??T)-fi2 , (17) 

where G stands for “colhneai’. If we define fx =EdE 
then &$)(&I 1); X = V, T "&&es the form: 

@l&ll) = $(I --&)-1~2 (1% 

;,ll) =$@2 . 09) 

In the same way iffk = E&Y then the statistical 3-D 
rotational distribution is given as [2] I 

PtfRII) = $(I - fR)3’2 . fzo) 

From eq. (18) we obtain: 

d&$~tl-fR)=(~-f,-f~)-“2/2(l-f~). @0 

A similar expression can be obtained for P$)v$l-&). 

APPW% eq. (4) for fv ad fT (=E#‘Tl and ccl. 8 
for A (=E&S) one can show that: 

4fvlI) = %I - fv)W + 2fv) 2 

mT!l) = &1’2(l - f$) 9 

my0 = ia -fi)--u2C2 -fi)fi - 
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Fig. 1, The 1-D to 3-D tm~&ormation for tlx 1-D statiStical 
case. --- The 1-D vibrational distribution, eq. (18). - The 
3-D rotatiod distribution, eq. (20)- ----- T&e 3-I) viiration- 
al distriitioa, eq_ (22)_ ------ The 3-D internal ertergy dis+ 
tributioii, eq. (24). 

III fig. 1 are shown the collinear and the modified 3-D 
vibrational and transhtional distributions for this case_ 
It is seen how a very strongly inverted 1-D vibrational 
distribution becomes much less inverted. 

Recently White [4] performed a detailed stidy 011 
the dimemionality dependence of the properties of 
reactive systems using results of cbissical trajectory 
calculations. The calculations were carried out for l-D, 
2-D and 3-D systems and for two reactions. One of 
them, Le., 

HtBr2+HBr+Br, A@ = -41,l kca.l/mole 

is exothermic, and therefore, most appropriate for 
the present analysis_ 

In order to perform the transfosmation one has to 
know, in addition to p(EfilE) and P@E$?), the val- 
ues of pI-)(EV1G), where G (=E - RR) varies from 
zero ko E. However since the rotational distrib&.ion is 
sharply peaked around ER = 0 and the vibrational dis- 
tribution is strongly inverted we can make use of the 
assumption: 

J+=‘(& - QW- C?) = ~(~~~(EV~ t (113 

which was discussed in detail in the previous section 
as weZl as in our previous publication [a 2]_ 

To calculate the 2-D and 3-D vibrational distribu- 
tions we applied eq. (4) for X = V. For each case the 
corresponding rotational distribution was used. The 
results are shown in Sgs. 2 and 3. The rotational dis- 
tributions are shown in figs_ 2a and 3a and the vibra- 
tional distributions in figs. Zb and 3b. Three curves 
are given for the vibrational disttibutions. One is the 
1-D distribution obtained from the 1-D ckssical tra- 
jectory cakulations, the second is the distribution ob- 
tained by our method using eq. (4) and the third is 
that derived from the corresponding 2-D or 3-D clas- 
sical trajectory calculations. It is seen that the 1-D dis- 
tribution is much narrower than the 2-D and the 3-D 
distributions- However the corresponding modSed 
distributions become broad enough to overlap the ex- 
act ones. 

0 05 10 
fv 

Fig. 2. The 1-D to 2-D trmsforsnati~z~ for the reaction H + 
Br2 - HBr + Br. Cal The 2-D rotational disfxiiution, refi [ 141, 
(b) The 1-D and 2-D vihatioml d%&ibutions. __ 1-D vibm- 

tional distriition, ref. 1141. - 2-D vibratior& distribxition 
@eseat mefficd, eq. C4)]. --- 2-D vibriitiwai distributioon 
<Md trajectory cal~tios, n& [14f). 
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Fii 3. The 1-D to 3-D txansformation for the reaction H + 
Br2 + HBr + Br, (a) The 3-D rotational distribution, reT. [ 141. 
(b) the 1-D and 3-D vibrational dishiitions. . . . 1-D vibratiori- 
al distriition, refi [ 141. - 3-D vibrational distribution 
[present metho& eq_ (4) ]_ --- 3-D vibrational distribution 
&Iassid traject0.y cahhtion, ref. [ 141). 

4. cottdnsiotls 

In this work certain aspects of the dimensionahty 
problem in simple chemical reactions are studied. The 
main assumptions which form the basis for the theory 
presented here are: 

(1) The intimate interaction time is short and con- 
sequently only a limited mumber of v&-rotational 
states are populated - mainly those which are directly 
related to the i&i& state of the reagents. 

(2) The popuia’lion of rotational states is the domi- 
nant process due to strong selection rules and conse- 
quentIy it is only weakly dependent on the potential, 

(3) The other distributions are more dependent on 

the potential and are also affected by the final rota- 
tional distribution_ 

We have shown here how the effect of the final ro- 
tational distribution can be taken into account, using 
v-ib-transIational distributions derived from a model 
which totally ignores rotations_ 

Two munerical examples based on cIa&ical trajec- 
tory calculations were examined_ The initial vii- 
translational distributions were taken from collinear 
models. Good agreement was found between the final 
vibrational distributions obtained with the model and 
the exact ones. 
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